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4. The signal analysis of MAP sensor
1. Troubles
1. Malfunction of MAP(Manifold Air Pressure) sensor
Cause of Malfunction of MAP sensor or wiring circuit failure
trouble
(Signal, Ground, Reference, Power supply line)
Healing by cause of trouble
Counter
1.1 MAP sensor replace
action
1.2 MAP sensor circuit repair
Engine will not start until ECU detects malfunction of MAP sensor. After detecting
Engine
error, engine is started but it is often stalled. And also the surging is taken place when
state
acceleration.
Signal
view

Reference : In case that full up resistance and reference power are configured in
signal input line by ECU internal circuit, signal voltage may be close to 5[volt] with
short to battery.
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2. MAP signal is always high (Above 4.8[volt])
Cause of Trouble detection more than one of the followings
2.1 Abnormal MAP sensor
trouble
2.2 MAP signal line short to battery (12v or 5v)
2.3 MAP ground line short to battery (12v or5v)
Healing by cause of trouble
Counter
2.1 MAP replace
action
2.2 MAP sensor wiring circuit repair
Engine will not start before ECU detects malfunction of MAP sensor. After detecting
Engine
error, engine is started but it is often stalled. And also the surging is taken place when
state
acceleration.
Signal
view

Reference : In case that full up resistance and reference power are configured in
signal input line by ECU internal circuit, signal voltage may be close to 5[volt] with
short to battery..
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3 MAP signal is always low (Below 0.2[volt])
Cause of Trouble detection more than one of the followings
3.1 Abnormal MAP sensor
trouble
3.2 MAP signal line short to ground or break
3.3 MAP ground line break
3.4 Bad connecting of MAP sensor
Healing by cause of trouble
Counter
3.1 MAP sensor replace
action
3.2 MAP sensor wiring circuit repair
Engine will not start before ECU detects malfunction of MAP sensor. After detecting
Engine
error, engine is started but it is often stalled. And also the surging is taken place when
state
acceleration.
Signal
view

Reference : In case those full up resistance and reference power are configured in
signal input line by ECU internal circuit. signal voltage may be close to 5[volt] with
short to battery
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4. MAP signal is rapidly increased
Cause of Misfire was occurred. The cause is as followings:
4.1 Malfunction of ignition system
trouble
4.2 Bad fuel supply in fuel line(Lean control)
Healing by cause of trouble
Counter
4.1 Check and repair ignition system
action
4.2 Check and repair fuel supply line and O2 sensor
Engine vibration is occurred and RPM is intermittently dropped.
Engine
state

Signal
view
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5 MAF (Mass Air Flow) signal is stuck after increased slowly.
Cause of If MAF value is increased after 5[sec] with 50% TPS opening at certain RPM
range(1200 ~ 1800 RPM) and the increased value is stuck, the phenomenon is MAF
trouble
pulsation.
If no engine problem is occurred and O2 sensor feedback control is normal with
Counter
action
100±20% lambda correction(Injection time correction factor by O2 sensor signal), It
doesn’t have to repair. If exhaust gas is black color or smells fuel, resonator should be
equipped with intake system(Air duct).

Engine
state

< Reference > Resonator : Resonator is to reduce pulsation of intake air, it is
equipped with intake system (Air duct).
If ECU don’t detect pulsation even though actual pulsation, lambda control is too rich
due to over fuel injection. And if the case is more severe, it makes bad fuel economy
and poor acceleration
< Reference > Please refer to “Field example 2”

Signal
view
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2. Field example
< Example 1 > In case of misfire occurrence from engine
Vehicle : MAP sensor equipped vehicle
(SOHC engine is more severe => Misfire is often occurred with a little bit lean fuel control)

Problem description : The unstable RPM cycling(recovery after fast drop of RPM) and engine vibration
are occurred in idle state. At the moment MAP sensor signal show spike phenomenon (Fast jump and drop
of MAP sensor signal).

Cause : Misfire was occurred inside combustion chamber due to instantaneous lean fuel control(SOHC is
over A/F 15.3 and DOHC is over A/F 15.7) with lean fuel correction(ECU decrease injection time because
O2 sensor voltage is over 0.5 [volt]) of O2 sensor feedback

Signal measurement:

Explanation : If misfire is occurred from engine, piston speed is rapidly reduced. At the moment the mass
air flow is rapidly decreased from surge tank and pressure inside surge tank is rapidly increased. So, MAP
sensor signal is increased as jumping.

Enlargement of application : The pressure variation inside surge tank is related to piston speed.
Without fuel supply, pressure inside surge tank is inverse proportion to piston speed. Indeed, if piston speed
is fast pressure is low, if it is slow pressure is high. So, you can guess compression ratio through the fact.
If pressure inside surge tank is high when dry cranking(Cranking without fuel supply), piston speed is low
and also it mean that compression ratio is high. In the contrary, if pressure inside surge tank is low, piston
speed is high and also it mean that compression ration is low. Therefore The compression ratio can be
relatively compared by surge tank pressure from dry cranking.
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< Example 2 > In case of pulsation detection
Vehicle : MAF(Mass Air Flow equipped vehicle)
Problem description : If acceleration pedal is worked over 50% around 1300 ~ 1800 RPM, MAF sensor
read abruptly a lot of mass air flow value. According to vehicle, engine may be no problem with the
phenomenon but some vehicle may have surging and fuel smell from exhaust gas due to over injection time.

Cause : The pulsation is detected in intake air line. It is due to vibration(the front and rear direction) of air
around sensing part. At the moment, if ECU detect pulsation engine is no problem but if not ECU inject fuel
as lots MAF value. It led to rich fuel control.

Signal measurement :

Explanation : The vehicle which is equipped MAF sensor don’t calculate injection time in pulsation area
and use MAF value that is set by test with TPS & RPM. But some vehicles don’t make input value because
it may not be exact.
The MAF sensor pulsation value has big deviation according to car maker and especially in case of B maker,
MAF sensor voltage is measured about 4.6 [volt] when pulsation detection.

Enlargement of application : Even though a lot of MAF signal is detected, if engine is no problem, it
may be ignored. Engine is no problem if ECU normally control it even wrong MAF signal. This case is
example for it.
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< Example 3 >

The trouble check of MAP sensor signal

Vehicle : New sephia / Avella 1.3L / Pride
Problem description : Engine is stopped soon after starting. The MAP signal is not measured. The MAP
sensor signal line is broken but the scanner detects that MAP sensor is normal.

Cause : ECU didn’t detect malfunction of MAP sensor. For detecting malfunction of MAP sensor, MAP
signal should be remained over 30[sec] less than 0.1 [volt]. But engine was stopped soon (less than
30[sec]) after starting and it didn’t satisfy malfunction detection condition.

Signal measurement : Omission (Always 0.07 volt )
Explanation :

Above chart describe that ECU detect malfunction after elapsed 8 [sec] but above problem vehicles detect
malfunction after elapsed 30[sec]. Therefore ECU detect malfunction after elapsed 30[sec] with “KEY ON”.

Enlargement of application : The scanner can detect it that ECU must recognize malfunction.
Therefore if ECU don’t detect malfunction, error will not be visible through scanner. If scanner don’t detect
malfunction in spite of engine problem, it should be repaired.
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< Example 4 >
Vehicle

The problem when exhaust gas pressure is increased

: Prince 2.0L SOHC, Odometer : about 128,000Km

Problem description : The vehicle which is equipped with MAP sensor was not accelerated with lack of
power and stalled on heavy rain day. After that engine is hard to start and O2 sensor recognize rich fuel
control. But any error is not detected in scanner.

Assumption :
“ O2 sensor recognize rich fuel control(signal is close to 1[volt])” Through this phenomenon, we can guess
factors that control toward rich direction. It is guessed over EMS system.
1) High pressure of fuel pump
2) Abnormal O2 sensor signal. In case of becoming damp in connecting part, it may result in short to
battery and it may lead to rich side injection control(O2 sensor signal is over 1 [volt])
3) A lot of fuel vapor gas comes from canister solenoid valve
4) The fuel adaptation value is too high with positive value. It lead to rich fuel control before O2
sensor feedback.
5) A lot of oil gas comes from PCV valve.
6) The injection is increased by abnormally high MAF value.
7) The injection time correction is a lot due to limp home by coolant temperature sensor trouble
(Limp home mode : Called “Safe mode” and it is replace value when malfunction)
∩

8) The injection time is calculated too much due to limp home by air temperature sensor trouble.

∩

9) The injection is controlled with rich correction due to lack of mass air flow. The lack of MAF is due
to insufficient intake valve opening by hydro tappet malfunction.

In “1)” case, if pressure of fuel pump is high, injection time will be controlled toward rich direction. Why
power is lack and poor acceleration is happened
during driving? You will not be able to answer about
this problem if you don’t have experience that check
it as changing fuel pressure. But you can think that
over injection time control make lack of power.
For your reference, LBT(Leanest Fuel Best Torque)
is injection time which is determined for best power
& torque withoutnO2 sensor feedback.
In conclusion for “1)“, the answer is no. Because
torque & power is not decreased dramatically by
over injection time control as described above charts.
Actually you can feel lack of power little bit with 20%
injection time increment but don’t decrease dramatically.
If it is “2)”case, ECU will reduce injection correction as recognizing rich control. In the case, power may be
actually lack due to insufficient fuel and it can be occurred with O2sensor feedback. So, the phenomena is
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unrelated to engine start because start or post start injection time is controlled without feedback by set value
in ECU.
If it is “3)“, how to be controlled engine?
The overflow of vapor gas is determined by vapor pressure in fuel tank. If canister solenoid valve has
leakage when engine start with hot ambient condition or idle sate, engine is roughly started and engine stall
may be occurred in idle sate. But due to that, don’t feel lack of power and also driving about 10 [min]
reduces overflow of vapor gas.
In “4)” case, it is disappeared with feedback control. Therefore this is not major cause.
In “5)” case, power will not be decreased by overflow of oil gas. Of course, if vapor gas is not supplied
constantly to individual cylinder, engine
vibration is occurred and engine sound is
rough due to A/F difference each cylinder.
At the moment, O2 sensor signal is
unstable but engine is not hard to start.
In “6)” case, injection time will be rich
before O2 sensor feedback but it is
reduced by injection time correction. So, it
is not the root cause. Especially injection
time is determined by cranking conditions
(Coolant temperature, RPM when cranking, Cranking time…) without relation MAF value.
If it is “7)” case, measure air temperature sensor. And if TIA is less than 20 [°C], set to current TIA and if TIA
is higher than 20 [°C], set to
20 [°C] coolant temperature .
If

malfunction

temperature
detected,

of

coolant

sensor
cooling

fan

is
is

always ON and engine is hard
to start due to limp home(ECU
recognize 80[°C] as 20[°C].)
If

poor

acceleration

is

occurred when first driving
right after engine start and it
come back normal state after
elapsed some time, it would
be root cause of problem but
it is not because power is not
increased after elapsed some time. ECU must detect malfunction for limp home. But it is not the cause
because any error is not detected.
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In “8)” case, same as “7)” case. ECU recognize 20 [°C] if malfunction is detected.
<Reference> In latest algorithm, ECU recognize TIA as –5~5[°C] in case that coolant temperature is less
than 10[°C].
Finally, in “9)” case, rich fuel control is disappeared with feedback and power is decreased due to lack of
mass air flow. But is it impossible to start engine due to insufficient oil supply? Of course it depends on oil
quantity in tappet but you will have experience that engine is hard to start after assembling tappet. This may
be very approached to conclusion because power is decreased and engine is not started with more severe
case.
But we have to find key point.
In case of insufficient opening of tappet, O2 sensor signal is unstable. And it is due to A/F difference of each
cylinder by inconstant air supply into individual cylinder. Please refer to picture for “5)”

Cause : The problem was solved from unexpected phenomena.
It is due to blocking of exhaust pipe (Blocking of exhaust pipe => Increase of exhaust resistance => a lot of
residual gas generation => Increase MAP value => Over injection time => Rich fuel control => Lack of
power during driving).
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3. Location of Air Flow Meter

< MAP Sensor : Air temperature sensor is not integrated in MAP sensor(left) / integrated(right) >

< MAF : Mass Air Flow sensor : Hot film type >
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4. Check method
Explain the checking Method and Diagnosis of trouble.
Preparation
1. With connecting the oscilloscope.
2. Check what the signal voltage is as stepping on and out the accelerator pedal in idle state.
1. Find and connect the Signal and Ground line referencing the wiring diagram.
2. After measuring the signal, compare the measured signal with Normal signal.
(1) After checking in IDLE state, Measuring the signal at WOT (Whole Open Throttle) as stepping on the
accelerator pedal
(2) It prefers to check the TPS (Throttle Position Sensor) in the same time if possible.
3. Check the followings with connecting the scanner after making the engine fully warmed-up and keeping
Idling above 10 minutes.
< Checking items>
(1) Check that the additive adaptation value (fuel adaptation in IDLE) is in normal range
(within ±0.8 msec).
(2) Check whether the mass air flow value is changed as stepping on the accelerator pedal.
(3) Check that the multiplicative adaptation is in normal range (within ±15%) after driving (over 3 days)
1. Check method

Reference : To measure the signal, ground line should be earth to chassis or engine.
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5. Wave analysis
5.1 MAP sensor
The output voltage of MAP sensor according to the pressure of surge tank is as follows.
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5.2 Hot film / Hot wire type mass air flow sensor
The output voltage of MAF sensor according to the mass air flow(Kg/Hr) is as follows.
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5.3 Karman vortex type
The output pulse is different from mass air flow.
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6 General
There are 2 kinds of air flow measurement :
-

Indirect measurement : MAP sensor -> Measure the mass air flow through surge tank
pressure

-

Direct measurement : Hot film, Hot wire, Karman vortex mass air flow sensor -> Measure the
mass air flow through the air mass quantity.

6.1 MAP sensor
MAP sensor is used to measure mass air flow that is entered into engine, and is composed of piezo
element and out put voltage of this sensor is changed according to the pressure within surge tank. Thus the
pressure within surge tank is known by this sensor.

ECU calculated injection time to meet stoichiometric ratio (air-fuel ratio for complete combustion = 14.6) on
the basis of measured mass air flow inside engine and this mass air flow is converted by surge tank
pressure measured by MAP sensor. Because ECU calculates injection opening time on the basis of this
MAP sensor output voltage, this sensor is very important for the calculation of injection quantity. That is,
MAP sensor is used to measure mass air flow, and to meet stoichiometric ratio another compensated
infection time through oxygen sensor is added
< Circuit of MAPsensor >
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6.2 MAF( Mass Air Flow : Hot film / Hot wire / Karman vortex) sensor
MAF sensor is used to measure mass air flow that is entered into engine, and installed at air duct. At first mass air flow
is calculated through MAF sensor and then injection time (injector opening time) is calculated on the basis of
measured mass air flow.

(1) Hot wire / Hot film type :
Heated wire (Hot wire type) or film (Hot film type) is located at the center of air passage, so sensor
resistance is changed according to the amount of air flow. Because wire type sensor has a bad durability,
hot film type sensor is normally used.

< Fig. :

Circuit of Air temperat sensor is integrated MAPsensor(left)/not integrated(right) >
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(2) Karman vortex type : A pillar is installed at the center of air passage, so vortex is occurred behind the
pillar during air flow move through the air passage. At that time, if supersonic wave is sent through the
vortex, the amount of supersonic wave is varied according to vortex quantity. This is a main principle.

(3) Vein type : A vein(flap) is installed at the center of air passage, so opening quantity(voltage) is different
from mass air flow quantity. Other principle is almost same as Karman vortex.

To begin with, explaining on MAP sensor in this article. There are some parts difficult to fix in malfunction of
MAP sensor. To be exact, it’s hard to find which part is out of order.
Surely, it’s no problem to change and repair MAP sensor & wiring ,once ECU inform scanner of malfunction.
But if there is no information on malfunction from ECU, the malfunction must be detected by itself . Since it’s
hard to find the malfunction, it comes down to difficult problem.
Since it’s so hard to find malfunction of sensor through engine state before judging malfunction related with
MAP sensor at ECU, It’s also one of difficult problem at A/S center of car makers.
What I’d like to emphasize is ECU is not almighty to detect malfunction.
In case of (1) parts of intermittent malfunction (2)parts hard to fix, ECU maker or car maker make the
malfunction not to show on purpose. But in case of MAP sensor, there is some possibility that people in
charge of developing ECU make the condition of determining malfunction a fake.
When problems related with this occurs, Engineers developing ECU catch the reason of malfunction,
people who doesn’t know the process of development in maintenance fields barely find the solution after
lots of trials and errors or come to give up.
and in case that some people solve the malfunction occasionally which ECU doesn’t detect , sorry to say
but there are lots of technicians who think as if they found marvulous technology despite it’s no big deal.
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I believe that those are because they solved the problem through lots of trials and errors
But I think if understanding the electronic control through “IDAS preview of carman masters”, it may help
you understand high level problem in electronic system reaching about 30% of all malfunction.
It isn’t necessary to say most of these problems are from malfunction which ECU doesn’t detect and
something wrong from engine.
Algorithm in English determining malfunction of map sensor is attached for realistic explanation
It is made for electric engineer(especially programmer) to understand. So I believe reading with those
people will help you understand more about realistic situation. I hope you can understand why wrong
signal is made and ECU can’t detect intermittent malfunction by understanding of how ECU determine the
malfunction of MAP sensor with both this Algorithm and my explanation
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7. Principle(Algorithm) introduction

(1) ECU detects MAP sensor signal error when MAP sensor signal is as low as line break(below
0.4V) with about 50% of throttle pedal pushing..
< Reason >
Normally, a error can be detected when sensor signal is lower than real air flow. But in worse case, an
error is recognized when signal is less then 0.4V with 50% of TPS opening and below 2000rpm and the
recognized error is confirmed when more than 1sec of failure situation have been continued more than 8
times. So, it is difficult to detect an error with unstable connection or unstable sensor output which shows
incorrect air flow compared to real value.

For example, if TPS signal is connected to the MAP sensor, it

can not give exact airflow to the ECU and there will be big tolerance. But most of case map sensor error
can not be detected.
<Remark > There is a very small possibility to detect this error.

But this case can be possible when

development engineer made ECU to do very precise self-diagnosis. And it is very difficult in real.

Some of electric control unit engineer can ask about possibility of error detection by oxygen sensor
feedback control function.
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< Remark > If injection time calculation is wrong due to incorrect inducted air flow signal, fuel must be
corrected by oxygen sensor feedback compensation.

In this case, oxygen sensor feedback

compensation is getting bigger and error can be detected when this compensation reaches to the limit.
Yes it is possible, but error detection is disabled by on purpose. Why?
The reason could be different by electric control unit engineer but I’d like to explain general reason as below.
Abnormally low airflow is not considered as an error because we have to consider driving on a high altitude.
Ambient pressure at the mountain with about 1200m altitude will be about 810mbar, while the ambient
pressure at sea level is 1013mbar. If we driving up to high altitude, pressure signal from MAP sensor is
lower than sea level.

Therefore it is need to check altitude before to check if pressure is OK.

As low

sensor signal can be made by high altitude with normal sensor, it must not be detected as an error.
Current system uses MAP sensor signal to know altitude and because of that there is no way to know
altitude before to check MAP sensor signal error..
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▶Error is detected with signal is as low as line break.
Because, MAP sensor signal can be very low during deceleration.

It can be different between each

vehicles, but deceleration from high engine speed produce very low MAP sensor signal ( about below
115mbar is possible ).

Therefore MAP sensor signal error detection threshold must be lower than this

value to detect an error.
Because of above reasons error is detected when signal is less than the value which can get with line break.

(2) In case of high MAP sensor signal error, error detection will be done when sensor pressure is
high like ambient pressure without throttle opening for long time (normally 0.5-1sec) and it is
continued several time (about more than 8 times).
In order to get detect an error with above condition, MAP sensor signal must be shorted to 5V reference
voltage line or 12V power supply.

Why error is considered with only short circuit to power line?

This

reason also can be different by electric control unit engineer but main reason is as below.
Abnormally high sensor signal is not considered as a failure.
If MAP sensor is out of specific range defined by engine speed and TPS, then this can be detected as an
sensor error.

But this logic will detect high MAP sensor signal when engine combustion is bad.

Because of several reason ( ex, in case of valve opening and closing is changed due to oil pressure is
insufficient to the tappet, in case of very lean mixture and so on) MAP sensor signal is bigger when engine
combustion is bad.
High value for very short time is not considered as an error.

Because MAP sensor signal is high with

closed TPS right after deceleration from the acceleration. Therefore error detection condition must be
continued for certain time to avoid this.
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(3) If MAP sensor signal is higher than ambient pressure for certain time(about 8-30sec) at engine
stop then error is detected
This is the only condition to detect abnormal MAP sensor signal by ECU( abnormal signal range).
Up to now there only detect line break or short circuit to power line(5V or 12V) in the above “1 and 2” and
there is no special diagnosis for the signal out of normal range. But engine stop condition is different from
others. That is to say, MAP sensor pressure must display ambient pressure at engine stop.

Because

surge tank pressure where MAP sensor is installed must be same as ambient pressure when engine is not
rotate at all.
So, if the pressure is lower than the ambient pressure that can be measured on the highest altitude(Korea :
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810mbar), it will be suspected as a abnormal sensor behavior and it will be set as an real error if this
condition is continued for a long time(8sec- 30sec).

The reason why error is detected after certain time is

surge tank pressure can be decreased if engine is stalled during driving with ignition key ON.
There are some important point to utilize it in the field.
▶Is it possible to let ignition key is ON for more than 8 or 30sec?
May be 8 seconds could be achieved by several trial of engine start with MAP sensor signal which is too
wrong to start the engine.
But in case of 30 seconds is required, if technician do not know this, how they can keep that ignition key is
ON for 30 sec. Perhaps it would be possible if they do another work with key ON state. But it is hardly
realized.

So, we can ask ‘why is it so long?”.

Even I was concerned about the reason and asked to

responsible developer, but the answer was not enough and it was just “request from carmaker”.
Of cause carmaker didn’t know about this diagnosis and they got angry when they knew that MAP sensor
error detection is performed well due to long check time. So, finally they requested to use less than 8sec
for MAP sensor diagnosis.

Therefore, latest model vehicle can finish MAP sensor diagnosis within at

least 8sec with ignition key ON
The error is detected if pressure is smaller than ambient pressure, yet if error detection threshold is set to
below 0.4V, which can be measured with line break, what can be happened?

Then no error is detected with abnormally low value but line break. If MAP signal is high enough not to
detect error and low enough to engine stall(ex, in case ambient pressure of 1000mbar is recognized as 500600mbar), then engine will not start or engine will be very unstable after success of engine start due to lack
of fuel( small fuel due to small air flow signal from MAP sensor) and will be stabilized by oxygen sensor
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feedback( more fuel is supplied by oxygen sensor feedback compensation) and of cause error can not be
detected.
Then if we ask “why it makes to detect an error with such a low signal” , then its answer will be same as
from the question of “why 30sec is need for error detection?”
That is really depending on which data is used by developer and depending on this data, MAP sensor error
detection will be easy or impossible. Then it is impossible to find out the sensor failure if MAP sensor error
detection reference is wrong? Yes it is possible but little bit difficult.
The way to find out MAP sensor failure

In case that MAP sensor signal is seems to be abnormal, just like following problem is happened
▶Engine stall as soon as engine start,
▶Engine unstable and stall after engine start
▶Unstable engine is getting stable after oxygen sensor feedback control start.
▶fuel seems to be too lean,
▶Fuel seems to be too rich,
▶ too much injection time adaptation,
▶shock and hesitation at acceleration.
▶engine speed hesitation or drop with fast acceleration.

Ways to check MAP sensor abnormality
(1) First, keep ignition key is ON with out engine start for more than 30sec.
Because some vehicle need more than 30sec to detect MAP sensor as already mentioned above.
(2) After that check if MAP sensor error is detected.
Considering altitude, if error detection threshold is below 810mbar in domestic (Korea), 20-30% of abnormal
MAP sensor signal can be detected as an error.
(3) In that time, if MAP sensor failure is not detected then disconnect MAP sensor terminal with engine stop
and let it detect an error.
(4) After MAP failure detection, check problems again.

If problem getting smaller or worse then you can

suspect MAP sensor signal error.
< Reason> If MAP sensor is recognized as failed sensor, inducted air quantity is calculated by TPS opening
value and engine speed.

We call this kind of substituted function as ‘Limp home’. If this limp home is

well calibrated then the problems from abnormal MAP sensor will be reduced otherwise the problem will
getting worse.
In case of suspecting for the abnormal MAP sensor signal, to replace MAP sensor is easier way to check
sensor failure. But if signal wiring has the problem, then sensor replacement is not a good way.
Therefore, MAP sensor abnormality can be detected by comparing the situation of problem between before
and after limp home activation.
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